Phantom Of The Opera
Andrew Lloyd Webber
arr. Christopher Wormald

Medley:
• The Phantom Of The Opera • Masquerade • Think Of Me • Angel Of Music
• The Phantom Of The Opera (reprise) • The Music Of The Night • Prima Dona
• All I Ask Of You • Masquerade (reprise) • Wishing You Were Somehow Here Again
• The Point Of No Return • All I Ask Of You (reprise) • The Phantom Of The Opera (reprise)

Artikel-Nr. | item code 18074
Kategorie | categories Brass Band
Genre | Musical
Schwierigkeit | difficulty C = mittel | medium

Dauer | playing time 12’49
eingespielt auf | recorded on CD No. 954 Forever Shining

This arrangement © Copyright by OBRASSO-VERLAG AG, Wiedlisbach, Switzerland
THE PHANTOM OF THE OPERA

Andrew Lloyd-Webber
Charles Hart/Richard Stilgoe
arr. Christopher Wormald

Duration; 12'04" (approx)

Very Dramatic J-100

molto rall.

This arrangement (©) by Obrasso Verlag AG, CH-4537 Wiedlisbach, Switzerland
molto rall.

Brightly J.-60

molto rall.
Passionately \( j = 72 \)
this score is not complete
ce score n'est pas complet

diese Partitur ist unvollständig